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What is it?
§ Arises when two businesses are negotiating the terms of a contract

§ Each party want to contract on the basis of its own terms

§ Party A offers to provides services to Party B on its (A’s) standard terms

§ Party B purports to accept the offer on the basis of its own standard terms

§ Who is going to win?
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§ Arises when two businesses are negotiating the terms of a contract

§ Each party want to contract on the basis of its own terms

§ Party A offers to provides services to Party B on its (A’s) standard terms

§ Party B purports to accept the offer on the basis of its own standard terms

§ Who is going to win?

§ The battle if often won by the party who fired the “last shot”, i.e. the last party to put forward 
terms that were not explicitly rejected by the recipient
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Offer and Acceptance
§ Key elements for an enforceable contract:

§ Offer

§ Acceptance

§ Consideration

§ Intention to create legal relations

§ Certainty of terms

§ Other considerations:

§ Party lacks legal capacity, illegal objects, contrary to public policy, subject to a condition precedent

Poll Question 5:

• Will you wash my car tomorrow for £5?

(ask child)



Offer and Acceptance
§ Offer – promise by one party to enter into a contract on certain terms

§ Specific

§ Complete

§ Capable of acceptance

§ Made with the intention of being bound by acceptance



Offer and Acceptance
§ Offer – promise by one party to enter into a contract on certain terms

§ Specific

§ Complete

§ Capable of acceptance

§ Made with the intention of being bound by acceptance

§ Invitation to treat – invitation to negotiate which displays no intention to be bound at that 
particular moment

§ Advertisement announcing that an asset is for sale

§ Display of goods for sale in a shop

§ Tender for professional services or construction works



Offer and Acceptance
§ Termination of an offer:

§ Lapse of time

§ Withdrawal by the offeror

§ Rejection by the offeree

§ Failure of a condition precedent

§ Death of an offeror



Offer and Acceptance
§ Acceptance of an offer

§ Final and unqualified assent to an offer

§ Must correspond exactly with the terms of the offer with no variations of the terms

§ If an offeree purports to accept an offer but his acceptance does not the match the terms of the 
offer, there is no contract formed at that point

§ Offeree makes a counter-offer

§ New offer from the offeree that the original offeror can choose to accept



Offer and Acceptance
§ Acceptance of an offer

§ Final and unqualified assent to an offer

§ Must correspond exactly with the terms of the offer with no variations of the terms

§ If an offeree purports to accept an offer but his acceptance does not the match the terms of the 
offer, there is no contract formed at that point

§ Offeree makes a counter-offer

§ New offer from the offeree that the original offeror can choose to accept

§ Party A offers to provide services to Party B on its (A’s) standard terms – valid offer

§ Party B purports to accept the offer on the basis of its own standard terms – counter-offer
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Resolving disputes
§ Courts will apply the traditional offer and acceptance analysis

§ They will try to characterise the parties’ behaviour and communications to find an offer that 
has been unequivocally accepted

§ Could be when parties have started to perform the contract



Resolving disputes
§ Courts will apply the traditional offer and acceptance analysis

§ They will try to characterise the parties’ behaviour and communications to find an offer that 
has been unequivocally accepted

§ Could be when parties have started to perform the contract

§ Four potential outcomes:

1. One party’s terms prevail – the last shot wins

2. Neither party wins – other express terms are incorporated

3. Neither party wins – implied terms fill the void

4. No contract is formed
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Resolving disputes
1. One party’s terms prevail – the last shot wins

§ More often than not, the last set of terms dispatched before unequivocal acceptance or performance 
will prevail

British Road Services Ltd v Arthur Crutchley & Co Ltd [1968] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 271

§ Supplier delivered a consignment of whisky to a customer’s warehouse

§ Supplier’s employee handed over a delivery note containing the supplier’s standard terms

§ Instead of signing the note, the customer’s warehouseman stamped it “Received on [the Customer’s] 
conditions”

§ Court applied the last shot doctrine as the stamp was considered to have been a counter-offer

§ Supplier continued to deliver the whisky was sufficient to signify acceptance of the counter-offer
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2. Neither party wins – other express terms are incorporated

§ The last shot doctrine can be displaced if the documents passing between the parties and their 
conduct show that they intended some other terms to prevail



Resolving disputes
2. Neither party wins – other express terms are incorporated

§ The last shot doctrine can be displaced if the documents passing between the parties and their 
conduct show that they intended some other terms to prevail

Tekdata Interconnections Ltd v Amphenol Ltd [2009] EWCA Civ 1209

§ T had bought components from A over a period of more than 20 years

§ A dispute arose concerning the components' supply, which turned on the issue of which party's 
standard terms governed T’s purchases

§ Court of Appeal found that the traditional offer and acceptance analysis must be applied to resolve 
battle of the forms cases, and found that A’s terms applied

§ Although it was acknowledged that the context of a long-term relationship and the parties' conduct 
could in some circumstances be strong enough as to displace the traditional analysis
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Resolving disputes
3. Neither party wins – implied terms fill the void

§ It could be that neither party’s terms are incorporated into the contract

Transformers and Rectifiers Ltd v Needs Ltd [2015] EWHC 269 (TCC)

§ T sent most of its purchase orders by fax or email, which showed only the front page (its terms and 
conditions were on the reverse page)

§ T had failed to make N aware that T intended to rely on its purchase terms and failed to incorporate 
them into the contract

§ In order for N’s terms of sale to be incorporated into the contract, N should have provided them 
when it acknowledged the order

§ As N took no steps to provide T with a copy of N’s terms of sale, N’s terms of sale had also not been 
incorporated into the contract



Resolving disputes
4. No contract is formed

§ In some circumstances, the court will determine that no contract has been formed



Resolving disputes
4. No contract is formed

§ In some circumstances, the court will determine that no contract has been formed

TTMI Sarl v Statoil ASA [2011] EWHC 1150

§ S  chartered a vessel from T but no charter-party was signed

§ In exchange of emails, T’s shipbrokers mistakenly named T’s parent company

§ Arbitrator found there was no contract, but the High Court held there was, as the charter-party had 
been performed

§ However, the judge found that on the facts there would not have been a contract based on the e-
mail
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Overseas battles
§ The last shot rule is not always used in many overseas jurisdictions

Butler Machine Tool Company v Excell-O Corporation [1979] 1 WLR 401

§ Issue in the case was whether a price fluctuation clause was incorporated or not

§ Lord Denning suggested that the last shot rule may be out of date

§ He suggested solving the battle of the forms problem by separating the question of the 
formation of the contract from the question of its content

§ Contract could be governed by the terms of the last form sent, the terms of the first form 
sent, or the reconcilable terms of both forms with the irreconcilable terms being replaced by 
reasonable implications

§ Whilst this has not impacted English Law, it has been promoted elsewhere



Overseas battles
§ United Nations Convention on Contract for the International Sale of Goods

§ Article 19(2): A reply that purports to be an acceptance, but that contains additional or different 
terms, constitutes an acceptance notwithstanding the modifications if those do not materially alter 
the terms of the offer

§ The terms of the contract are those of the offer with the modifications contained in the acceptance



Overseas battles
§ United Nations Convention on Contract for the International Sale of Goods

§ Article 19(2): A reply that purports to be an acceptance, but that contains additional or different 
terms, constitutes an acceptance notwithstanding the modifications if those do not materially alter 
the terms of the offer

§ The terms of the contract are those of the offer with the modifications contained in the acceptance

§ “Knock-out Rule” used in the US, France and Germany

§ Contract comes into existence even though offer and acceptance do not perfectly match

§ Terms governing the contract are those that are common in substance in both sets of standard terms

§ The differing terms knock each other out and are replaced by the default rules of the law

§ Also used in UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts and the Principles of 
European Contract Law
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Winning the battle
§ Prevail clause

§ Clause the attempts to address the battle of the forms by stipulating that where , for example, terms 
are issued by the supplier, these supplier’s terms will prevail over any terms issued by the customer

§ They may bluff the operational staff of the other party into assuming that there is nothing to be 
gained from seeking to impose their own terms

§ May help persuade a court, but certainly not guaranteed to be successful



Winning the battle
§ Prevail clause

§ Clause the attempts to address the battle of the forms by stipulating that where , for example, terms 
are issued by the supplier, these supplier’s terms will prevail over any terms issued by the customer

§ They may bluff the operational staff of the other party into assuming that there is nothing to be 
gained from seeking to impose their own terms

§ May help persuade a court, but certainly not guaranteed to be successful

§ Shot-gun approach

§ Supplier ensures that its terms are included in as many pre-contractual documents as possible

§ Refrain from raising the standard terms as an issue

§ Attempt to fire the last shot

§ Risky approach as the customer may fire the last shot



Winning the battle
§ Direct Negotiations

§ Deal with the conflict directly by discussing the terms with the other party

§ Agree any variations in a side letter or physically change the standard terms

§ Often useful to have “Standard Conditions” and “Special Conditions”

§ Addition time and expense of having these negotiations is a disadvantage, however worthwhile if 
there is possibility of repeat business



Winning the battle
§ Best practice procedures

§ Do not make open offers and always include full standard terms

§ Impose written order/acceptance exchanges

§ Act on the supplier’s acknowledgment of order, not the customers’ purchase order

§ Capture the correct procedure in standard terms (offer, acceptance, purchase order)

§ Implement purchase order vetting procedures

§ Train technical/sales staff
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